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Introduction 
 
With a population of over 150 million and over 2,000 registered NGO’s that provide 
various forms of aid, the largest amount in the world (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
Denmark, 2012), Bangladesh can definitely be pictured as a nation in struggle.  
 
Bangladesh is in general committed to democracy leading their ambitions towards 
western values and markets. They have a high amount of natural resources, the market 
is suitable for businesses, having a very high return on interest compared to competing 
South Asian or Southeast Asian Countries (Salman, A., 2009). Furthermore, Bangladesh 
is a haven for FDIs, especially because of their very low labour cost (Salman, A., 2009). 
And even though Bangladesh have a high export for growth in manufacturing. Even 
though the country have invested in education resulting in increasing number of 
enrollments of first, second, and third level of education (Ahmad & French, 2011). Even 
though Bangladesh have experienced a lot of growth in recent years, there is high levels 
of inequality, since a high amount of people live below the poverty line (Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of Denmark, 2012). There is a supernumerary of people working and 
living in the rural sector compared to the urban sector which indicates industrialization 
have not yet fully occurred (Zhang et. al, 2014). There is a large majority of rural people 
living beneath the poverty line, larger compared to the urban sector (Zhang et. al, 2014). 
The land is corrupt, being the most corrupt nation five consecutive times damaging their 
soft infrastructure by crippling the trust in the bank system and the governmental 
authority in general (source). The density influence the hard infrastructure, 
overcrowding public transportation and cause naturally and man-made disasters 
resulting in death of thousands (Zhang et. al, 2014). 
 
Something is not right, and to answer why that is, some questions arises. How come, if 
there is an existing continuous economic growth, people are still living under poverty 
line? And if jobs and higher wages can be found in the urban sector how come, still a 
larger portion lives in the rural sector?  
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This project investigate what structural mechanisms can be detected as hindering the 
economic development.  
 
 
Problem Area 
 
Bangladesh is famous for its high export growth in manufacturing. It has also 
experienced a lot of growth over the last decades, both in FDI and GDP (SFYP, 2010). 
How come it is not already a middle income country like the surrounding countries that 
has experienced the same trends in their economy, and today have well functioning 
economies? There must be some things in the economy that keeps growth from 
accelerating. A quick glance at bangladesh does show a number of critical 
constraints(Gunter et.al 2013). Firstly the country is one of the most densely populated 
countries in the world. This in itself puts a great constraint on agricultural growth, 
which is very important for poverty alleviation in many other developing countries 
(Mohan, 2009). This follows another problem in the country. Much fewer people are 
employed in the manufacturing sector than any other country that is either experiencing 
great growth or has done so already (SFYP, 2010).  
 
In general the Bangladesh economy has a very big problem with a high amount of 
people living below the poverty line. The growth that the country has experienced over 
the last decades has resulted in a general increase in inequality in the country, especially 
in the rural areas where there is a high concentration of people living below the poverty 
line, as in many other countries with high levels of inequality (SFYP, 2010). Also, 
Bangladesh is experiencing very high levels of corruption, the banking sector where 
there is very little confidence in financial institutions, causing the savings rate and in 
turn the domestic investment rate to stagnate at a critically low level. This is very 
descriptive of the economy as a whole. GDP levels are growing, but not nearly enough 
(Agrawal & Sahoo, 2009). 
 
Some economic activities are utilized somewhat wisely, for instance education have been 
a focus of development the last few years, and Bangladesh have recognized the 
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importance of human capital when striving for economic growth. However, investment 
in this sector alone is not enough and other constraints, as the examples above 
demonstrates, needs to be dealt with before Bangladesh is able to achieve the full effect 
of these kind of investments. The investments at their current state are ineffective 
because of their macro-policy bias. A bias that entails an emphasis on investments and 
regulation instead of reform, liberalisation and privatisation. This will be further 
elaborated on in the analysis.   
 
This project builds on the traditional modes of thinking found under the theoretical 
framework of development theory and neo-liberalism. At the core of especially 
development theory is the concept of structural transformation. The idea of 
transforming the structure of the economy in order to obtain maximum productivity 
and efficiency of the labour force. The structural transformation entails a number of 
different economic factors in order to be undertaken.  Therefore some of the problems 
cause each other, and therefore it is found that the most important problem is the 
structural inefficiency of too many people employed in an inefficient agricultural sector, 
generating low incomes and keeping the rural population trapped in a non-growth 
situation (due to the land constraint mentioned above). By dealing with the structural 
transformation however, one also has to be concerned with a number of the other 
problematic factors (Cypher, 2014). For example, the goal of enhancing growth in the 
manufacturing sector entails a reform of the financial sector, and thereby in turn deal 
with the unavailability of capital and credit for the poor (SFYP, 2010).  
 
In dealing with the structural transformation one secures development in a number of 
different areas (Cypher, 2014). This project therefore aims to examine which factors 
constrain the structural transformation. The project will problematize hesitation to 
undertake sufficient and direly needed reforms of increasingly important sectors such as 
the financial sector. It aims to examine which factors the theory deems to be 
constraining on the structural transformation, and how the Bangladesh government 
intends to deal with them. This leads the paper to ask the following research question:  
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Which factors can be identified as constraining the structural transformation in 
Bangladesh? 
 
 
Methods 
 
Literature review 
 
With the outlook of looking into what FDI can do for a country, and after getting some 
initial facts regarding Bangladesh and the state of the country, we deemed it as a fit case 
for a country that to an extent need FDI to spur further development. Even as we did not 
know the specific problem area, we knew that the project would mainly delve into 
economic development theories, but the choice of theories would have to come later, as 
we did not want to grant favor to a specific theoretical line of thought on the subject 
matter.  
 
We used different keywords, such as development, investment, FDI etc. at the beginning 
and found texts from different thoughts on economic development and development in 
general. We chose to compile the text into a folder and then set out to read them at 
random, each with their individual texts. Further reading led into searching for trade 
balances, PRSP reports, state of financial sectors and governmental institutions, and 
after another round of reading we started discussing the different aspects of 
Bangladesh's economy, what problems they had, and what the litterature saw as 
potential failures in their institutions and infrastructure. 
 
Different texts with various lines of economic thought gave differing answers, but largely 
identified the same problems. The PRSP report (2010) is the one that stands out the 
most in terms of the answers to the problems being much more different than what we 
and other articles proposed. This is not surprising, knowing that it has been developed 
with participation from the World Bank and the IMF, and seeing that resolutions are 
usually developed with these organizations thoughts in mind (Cypher, 2014). This is also 
why we need to pay attention to our document analysis, assessing the lines of thought at 
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play in key articles, which is important if we use their arguments to support our analysis 
(Bryman, 2012). One thing though, both the Structuralism and the Neo-liberal theory, 
approach a common problem, which is corruption (Rahman & Yusuf, 2010). Even 
though it is not uncommon for developing countries to have larger degrees of 
corruption, Bangladesh have extraordinary high levels. Some scholars even deem the 
situation so bad that proposed solutions should be considered with this in mind to a 
large extent (Rahman & Yusuf, 2010). On this basis, when we analyze some of 
Bangladesh’s difficulties with development, while keeping data and relevant economic 
theories in mind. 
 
 
Choice of theories 
 
The choice of theories is based on the discussion of the literature, from where many 
problems are identified within the soft and hard infrastructure of Bangladesh. We work 
from a timeline of independence (1971) to most recent data on the different topics, 
looking at their intended strategy based on the conditionalities of their loan from the 
IMF and World Bank. We work from the assumption that it is their intend to fulfill the 
goals of the PRSP, on this basis we explain and analyze the most relevant aspects of the 
report to our problem area. 
 
This project’s theoretical framework will be based on Neo-liberal theory and 
Development theory respectively. These two theories have been chosen to get some 
contrasting perspectives on how to approach development and more specifically, how 
Bangladesh, considering the country’s current situation, may suit themselves in the 
most beneficial way possible, keeping the struggles they have had in the past decades in 
mind. Several other theories have been into consideration, but were discarded in favor 
of the two chosen theories, which is also explained in the limitations section.  
 
The neo-liberal theory has some very specific ideas about how to govern a country, or 
maybe more precise, how to not govern a country. While this paper does not advocate 
for a complete liberalization of Bangladesh as a country and an economy, some of the 
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neo-liberal aspects are important to consider. The theory states that developing 
countries would generally benefit from becoming more open to the international 
market, from a privatization of the economy and the industry in the country, and 
generally by reducing the influence and power of the government as much as possible. 
Even though this paper does not advocate for a full liberalization of Bangladesh, many 
scholars in this field of research are working with liberal ideas of how to best govern a 
country like Bangladesh. Therefore, this theory and school of thought is hard to overlook 
while considering the development of a country and it was chosen as it seems ideal in 
explaining the current situation in Bangladesh and how it could possibly progress. 
 
Development theory stands, as mentioned, very much in contrast to the ideas of neo-
liberalism. It contains Structuralism, Developmentalism and the concept of Import 
Substitution Industrialization, but the specifics of each will be explained further in the 
theory section. It is concerned with heavy government intervention to assist the 
industrial sector and the general transformation of the country and its structure, 
identifying the importance of moving the workforce from the agricultural sector to the 
manufacturing sector. The idea is that this will help the developing country in eventually 
becoming self-sustainable. The theory has a very protectionist state of mind and does 
not necessarily see the domestic market and economy benefit from becoming more open 
to the international market. This is essential when considering how best to govern a 
country like Bangladesh, and especially since Bangladesh has such a large portion of the 
population located in the agricultural sector. Furthermore, this paper is very concerned 
with the general structure of the country and how this could possibly be altered, so this 
theory and its different components seems ideal in explaining how this could take place.  
 
 
Choice of literature and usage 
 
With the choice of doing a project based on secondary literature, we try to enable an 
analysis which is based on a framework of gathered articles, which covers different 
aspects of the bangladeshi structures of economic and institutional importance. We 
utilized a secondary literature SWOT analysis in order to get an overview of 
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Bangladesh’s current situation. In addition we have chosen our theories based on the 
literature review, in order for them to lead the framework for the analysis - of the data 
and information the secondary literature provides us. With this, we can not only 
distinguish lines of thoughts of the articles, but also use them despite their difference of 
opinion in regards to our own theoretical framework.  
 
The literature review indicates that Bangladesh is doing something good, but on the 
other hand, there are definitely potential worrisome indicators for the future of their 
economy (Rahman & Yusuf, 2010). We had to assess individual pieces and qualitatively 
analyze them from the two theoretical perspectives, in order to place their standpoint 
and relevance to the problem area. We mainly use Cypher’s (2014) extensive work on 
development for the theory, and the PRSP report from Bangladesh is to a large extent 
used as a point of reference for the country’s own strategy. The report is a poverty 
reduction strategy paper, but its name is the Sixth Five Year Plan. Therefore both 
references will be used. These two works put together, serves as a reference for the 
important aspects of the country's economic and structural problems, that we see a need 
to analyze in context of the problem area. 
 
 
Analysis setup 
 
The analysis will consist of a general descriptive chapter, which sets up and explains 
problems within the economy and structure of Bangladesh. This then leads to a general 
analysis, that takes the aspects of what has been described, to then analyze what 
Bangladesh should do from a developmentalist point of view. The general literature 
(exempt of Cyphers book and the PRSP), will be described from either a 
developmentalist or neo-liberal theoretical standpoint, based on what line of thought 
the author is from. This entails that the analysis of the different areas which we engage 
in can vary in their form of analysis. It will be pointed out from which perspective the 
analysis is based on, in order to not confuse any second party that engages with this 
paper. This entails that our point of approaching the material, and how we engage with 
the analysis is abductive (Bryman, 2012). The choice was made based on the two 
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theories, which will be introduced later. the approach also enables two put the two 
different theories into perspective based on the information we gather from the different 
articles.  
 
The analysis will utilize secondary literature which assesses the problems, from there we 
comment on them in regards to our theory - do they align with developmentalist or neo-
liberal? - and use the numbers and/or conclusions they give to assess what they mean 
for the investment climate of Bangladesh. Next step is looking at what strategy 
Bangladesh as a country have, which will mainly be gathered from their PRSP, what 
they do and do not, in which we look at the line of thought their strategy portray. 
Raising each individual problem that we bring to light and look at how the Bangladeshi 
government intends to tackle the problems, gives us a structure from which we can use 
the developmentalist theories.  how they play part of the economic structure of 
Bangladesh and if they should in accordance with a developmentalist and our problem 
area change their current projections.  
 
 
Limitations 
 
Bangladesh is one of the most, if not the most, corrupt country in the world. However, 
corruption is a difficult concept and issue to account for as there is very little 
transparency is this area. People and institutions that are corrupt do not usually claim to 
be so, which makes an analysis of it difficult as it is very hard to pinpoint where and how 
the corruption is taking place. This paper has therefore chosen to acknowledge the 
existence of corruption, but will not make it a focus of the project; instead, it will focus 
on areas and sectors that are more transparent to the public, the hard and the soft 
infrastructure, where an analysis of this will be conducted. 
 
This paper have chosen to work with the theories of Neo-liberalism and Development 
theory, which contains Structuralism, Developmentalism and the strategy of Import 
Substitution Industrialization. These have been chosen as we saw them fit in describing 
the current situation in Bangladesh and how they can possibly move forward, but they 
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were also chosen to get two contrasting perspectives on how a developing country 
should approach development. This paper acknowledges however, that there are several 
other theories that could have been chosen, Modernization theory, Dependency theory 
etc. but we did not feel that choosing any of these in extension to the aforementioned 
theories would benefit the project.  
 
As mentioned above, there are a large number of NGOs present in Bangladesh. The aid 
provided by these organization are an important aspect when considering the 
development of a country like Bangladesh and they often play a relevant part in the 
development of hard infrastructure and in some cases they even influence policies. 
However, this paper have chosen not to analyze the effect that NGOs ultimately have as 
it is more concerned with the structural transformation of the country itself, and not 
foreign organizations as the overall concern is what a country by itself is able to deal 
with.  
 
 
Theory Section 
 
Neo-Liberalism 
 
Neo-liberalism in terms of the role of the state in a country is to eliminate as many 
regulations and restraints as possible as these will only hold back the market and make 
it inefficient. The idea originated in England as a result of the Industrial Revolution that 
took place in the country and the idea was to adopt a laissez-faire approach to the 
market and in how to best govern a country. Some of the core ideas clearly came from 
the original thoughts of Adam Smith and his famous invisible hand. While 
Keynesianism had dominated economic thought for many years in the middle of the 20th 
century. Neo-liberalist thinking came back as Keynesianism did not seem to have a 
solution for the issues of inflation and instability that hit many developed countries in 
the 1970’ies, so there had to be some economical rethinking. This was done in the times 
of Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan and the economists associated with this was 
called monetarists, but this is, roughly, what came to be known as neo-liberalism. The 
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state and the government should have a minimal amount of power, and should only be 
used for maintaining stability and order, and take care of the public defense, and then 
the market should be driven by itself without any interventions and regulations. The 
emergence of this kind of economic thinking quickly started being adopted in many 
developed and less developed nations, though to a varied extent in the various countries 
(Cypher, 2014). 
 
Although he may have been more liberal than most of his peers, lord Bauer presented 
the ideas of neo-liberalism in a clear way. He glorified the way that the market worked 
when it was completely left to itself. He thought that everyone would ultimately gain 
from this if all participated in the market. Government interventions would not create 
anything but trouble, and this should by all means not be the force behind the goal of 
reaching development. The natural driving forces of the market would ultimately lead to 
economic growth and development. He even went as far as to criticize investments in 
infrastructure made by the government, as he did not see this as a necessity for 
development, but many other economic thinkers would disagree with this view, and this 
paper, which will be discussed below, will also argue against such an approach (Cypher, 
2014). 
 
If one were to explain neo-liberalists thoughts upon the issues of development in poor 
countries in a short sentence it would sound like: “Nations are not poor because they are 
poor, this is, because of vicious circles; rather they are poor because of too much 
government interference” (Cypher, 2014) The government is generally depicted in a 
negative way. It is also essential to notice that from Bauer’s point of view, foreign aid is 
not an important factor while striving for economic growth, while neo-liberals generally 
look towards foreign aid, and assistance from more developed countries in general, to 
help less-developed nations (Cypher, 2014). 
 
Even though there is a negative view of the government, it is important to remember the 
role of the government in a situation of market failure. If the outcomes of the market is 
not efficient enough, if competitiveness is overruled by a monopoly in different sectors, 
or even in times of public starvation or natural disasters with unexpected consequences, 
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the government may have an undeniable role in regaining order and stability in a given 
country or nation. Some sectors must also be publicly supported, i.e. education, basic 
healthcare (not always), police etc. as these are areas that the private investors are 
usually not interested in, and economists generally agree that in some areas, especially 
when market failure occurs, the government has an important role, but whenever it is 
possible, the government should not intervene (Cypher, 2014). 
 
Neo-liberalist thinkers are generally positive towards promoting exports, the only 
condition is that the country and the domestic economy is open to the world market, 
which will naturally resolve in a competitive market, and here it is essential that the 
market and the firms are not held back by taxation, tariffs etc. One could argue that 
adopting an Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI) strategy would be ideal for a 
neo-liberalist, as this would create an internationally competitive domestic market, at 
least in certain sectors. However, a neo-liberalist would not refer to it as a strategy, and 
ISI originally indicates that certain policies are taken by the government. The difference 
between this and the structuralist approach, which is covered below, is that neo-
liberalists does not advocate for protectionism. A neo-liberalist would argue that 
government interference in the market is not a prerequisite for import substitution, as 
private actors should be capable of emerging in an industry that has previously only or 
primarily been covered by import. As the state can be seen as both inefficient, and even 
worse corrupt, a neo-liberalist would support a strategy of minimizing the state’s power 
by an overall privatization of firms and, again, a liberalization, and ultimately 
elimination, of tariffs and other initiatives that may limit the export and import flows in 
the country (Cypher, 2014).  
 
While discussing neo-liberalism it is important to recognize the neo-liberal approach of 
structural adjustment programs. One may refer to the shift towards this approach as the 
“Washington Consensus”, and the general idea was to minimize the role of the state and 
to advocate for a free market. Although it has been criticized from several fronts, some 
arguing that it benefitted the rich more than the poor in developing countries, it has 
been shown to create economic improvements and growth. While the state is decreasing 
in its authority, the developing countries may become more open towards the aid that 
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other organizations, such as NGO’s, can provide, especially in circumstances where the 
poorest class in a country fail to meet the basic needs to survive (O’Brien & Williams, 
2013). 
 
As mentioned above, this paper is not arguing that a full liberalization of the economy 
and the state is the ideal way to go, but some the perspectives in the neo-liberalist theory 
is important. It is essential that a developing country such as Bangladesh consider or 
reconsider the role of its government and the possible privatization of certain sectors, 
institutions and firms. Furthermore, the idea that a country will ultimately benefit from 
becoming more open to the international market and by becoming more competitive 
both domestically and internationally, is an important focus. This paper will also argue 
that the infrastructure of a country, both hard and soft infrastructure, is essential for 
development and that the government will and should have a role in trying to achieve a 
better infrastructure.  
 
 
Development Theory 
 
Analytical framework of Development theory 
 
The project aims to draw from economic theoretical perspectives concerning 
development of underdeveloped economies to construct a framework which will assist 
in providing the foundation of the analysis. The goal is to provide a lens through which 
some of the issues in Bangladesh regarding economic development can be discussed. To 
achieve this, the project draws from several strands of what can easily be classified as an 
extensive theoretical field of economic thought. While a concrete and completely 
bordered theory is arguably hard to achieve, the aim is to extract relevant arguments 
from primarily developmentalist, structuralist and institutional theories and utilize 
secondary literature to attempt to achieve a tool which can be used to map out some of 
the areas of the Bangladeshi economy where possible obstacles for development may 
occur when viewed through these perspectives. 
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Structural and Institutional Transformation 
 
As contrary to the neo-liberal approach of the laissez-faire model, development theory, 
with great appreciation for the keynesian aspect of aggregate perspective, stresses that 
in the developing world, the free market is not necessarily enough to provide growth as 
the economic structures and the institutions present may be counterproductive to 
growth, and that the market may not provide the optimal solution by itself (Cypher, 
2014). 
It argues that there may be ‘hidden potential of growth’ in developing nations. In theory, 
this would through state intervention and coordination be possible to utilize. While they 
recognize the potential for the neo-classical capitalist system to provide immense levels 
of capital accumulation, they deem the institutional economic structures the focus for 
analysis as this determines the overall long-term sustainable growth. Development 
theory does not draw a specific distinction between the holistic level of analysis and the 
individual, marginal analysis of the neo-classical school. Society, and the economy, is 
viewed as a system comprised of several actors and must be viewed in an intersectoral 
manner to understand one sector in relation to the other and their respective impacts 
(Cypher, 2014). 
 
As Filippo (2009) argues when discussing the history of development theory: “[...] 
conceptual and theoretical frameworks that were systemic in character prepared the 
ground for the study of structural change required to understand development and 
underdevelopment processes”. (p. 185) 
 
The overall structure of this economic system would thus be what determines growth. It 
underlines the importance of “qualitative institutional analysis of intersectoral 
relationships” (Filippo, 2009, p. 185) 
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Early Development Theory, Big Push and Balanced Growth 
 
Starting from the perspective of early developmentalist thinkers, the idea is that not 
only is it necessary to accumulate capital by promoting trade and export alone, but to 
support continuous development and growth on an aggregate level, an economy may 
need to undergo a structural transformation which inclines it towards other production 
structures through industrialization. The goal of development would thus be to 
appropriate labor and capital into the relevant areas, to promote this. This would allow 
for the country to reap the greatest possible benefit of the capital accumulated through 
the capitalistic system and utilize its ‘hidden potential’. As Cypher puts it: 
“Markets were perceived as a means to realizing the end of economic development; 
they were not an end in themselves. Market could achieve some objectives rather well, 
but there were other spheres in which the market worked less well. Under certain 
conditions, an assertive, and even a leading, role for the government was to be 
encouraged and was perhaps necessary” (Cypher, 2014, p. 165) 
 
As some of the leading economists in the field, Nurkse and Rosenstein-Rodan developed 
a theory which stressed the need for large scale coordination of the resources gained 
from the market and neo-classical laissez-faire. 
Through this lens, it could be argued that one of the central issues was the inefficiency of 
the market to allocate the accumulated capital properly by itself. The idea of government 
intervention and coordination towards industrialization was to achieve a possible exit 
from what Nurkse defined as ‘vicious cycles of poverty’. Drawing from Keynes’ idea of 
the importance of aggregate demand, the low levels of real income would result in low 
savings and investments making the accumulated capital less effective, meaning low 
levels of production. Thus it was seen that government investment in multiple relevant 
areas at the same time would expand the size of the market, thus making it 
exponentially more effective at accumulating capital (Cypher, 2014). 
 
Thus it would be the role of the state to ‘boost’ industrialization by moving labor force 
away from traditional primary goods such as agriculture of raw materials into 
manufacturing as this would in theory kickstart a more sustainable form of 
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development. The idea came from the historic development of the western nations, 
where industrialization were seen as key to the successes of these economies (Cypher, 
2014). 
To achieve this, the state thus needs to promote investment in all areas that will 
promote industrialization by allocating any surplus of resources, capital and labor for 
example into relevant areas such as manufacturing. 
 
The Lewis Model and Surplus Labor 
 
The economist Lewis developed a theory which formalized the ideas of Nurkse and 
Rosenstein-Rodan into specific policy action. Nurkse were rather export pessimistic, i.e. 
he thought that as developing countries were heavily reliant on their primary sector, the 
volatility of products such as agricultural goods and raw materials would negate any 
beneficial effects from export. On the other hand, Lewis not only saw a comparative 
advantage regarding levels of relative wages in the manufacturing sector, but also 
developed a theory about how to achieve an expansion of this sector and thus reap 
benefits from exports. Specific to underdeveloped nations, the cost of production of 
industrial manufactured goods would, due to low wages, be favorable for developing 
economies to invest in. This would be achieved through utilizing what he described as 
surplus labor, the idea of which consists of principle that untapped resources of labor 
existed in the primary sectors of the economy such as agriculture and that these would 
be, on aggregate, better appropriated in the industrial sector as this would create more 
productivity per worker as their labor were more profitable than if they continued work 
in the agricultural sector. The idea of surplus in practice is that agricultural workers 
could work longer hours, or more efficiently with technology acquired from growth in 
the industrial sector, and thus productivity in agriculture would not necessarily decline 
while industry would rapidly expand from the prospering industrial secondary sector. 
Moving labor away from agriculture would force producers in this sector to be more 
efficient. The labor surplus would, if the capital accumulation from industry were 
reinvested back into industry, be an immense source of growth, while still maintaining 
the agricultural sector through creating higher domestic real income, thus creating a 
domestic market for agriculture (Cypher, 2014).  
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As Lewis saw it, the manufacturing sector, largely inhabited by capitalists, would be 
more inclined to save and thus investments would rise, bringing with it an exit from the 
poverty cycles. This was argued for, as the idea was that other sectors would be more 
inclined to be causing capital flight by spending earnings on luxury goods or imports, 
while the goal of the capitalistic manufacturing sector on the contrary, would be to 
further expand and thus efficiency in growth would be achieved. The individual market 
actor would not necessarily adjust to this strategy, therefore the state was a necessary 
tool.  The presence of labor surplus in developing nations would according to this idea 
be the key to development. This could come from several areas where Lewis saw the 
most significant one as a rapid increase in population, which several poorer nations 
have experienced. If these human resources were exploited, the nation as a whole would 
develop. He argued that when the economy ran out of  its labor surplus, the nation 
would already have developed into a modernized state, and thus be able to sustain itself 
(Cypher, 2014). 
 
He further argued that as the capitalists were seen as beneficial in growth development 
due to their lack of unnecessary spending on luxury and imports, taxes should be raised 
for the parts of the economy that were the primary culprits in capital flight, namely the 
richest parts of the country, the top 20 percent of income recipients, to both reduce 
capital flight and strengthen the capacity of the state to intervene. The responsibility of 
the state would furthermore be to reinvest this tax revenue into public services, such as 
schools, healthcare and infrastructure, and save parts of it to utilize as social overhead 
capital where needed (Cypher, 2014). 
 
This can be seen as a maturing of the idea, as the state would have two goals of 
investment. the boosting of the private market sector and industrialization, as well as 
the public sector, as a combination of the two would through the ‘balanced growth’ 
theory result in both economic as well as human development in form of living 
standard, health, education etc. (Cypher, 2014). 
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This is further backed up and argued for in a modern interpretation by Adam & Dercon 
(2009): “...temporary official capital inflows channelled through governments 
appeared to offer the prospect both of augmenting low levels of domestic saving and 
directing resources into high social-return investments, such as the transport 
infrastructure and education, thereby raising returns to private investment.” (p. 176) 
 
As argued by others as well in studies that are both theoretical and case-specific 
(Rahman & Yusuf, 2010; Riddell, 2014), the development of sectors such as 
infrastructure and education for example may be highly beneficial to the return to 
private investment and in general to the level of savings and investment, as strategic 
investment in these areas on aggregate, would result in a more efficient growth strategy, 
accordingly to Nurkse and Rosenstein-Rodan's ideas of balanced growth across multiple 
sectors. 
 
By putting the different sectors and factors of the economy into a more aggregate 
perspective, these theories presents a lens through which some of the issues within an 
economy can be pointed out. What furthermore cannot be neglected is a nation’s place 
role in the international economy, which will be related to the aforementioned 
theoretical standpoints. While this arguably is an immense area of research and theory, 
this paper aims to analyze this aspect partly through the structuralist school of 
economics and the Prebisch-Singer hypothesis. 
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The Prebisch-Singer Hypothesis and The Declining Terms of Trade 
 
Structuralist theory supports the notions of aggregate development in the totality of 
what they view as a system. Individual sectors are not enough to promote the most 
efficient development and thus coordinated and systematic analysis of the economy is 
needed. They furthermore supports the idea of industrialization to improve the 
economic development of underdeveloped nations. Structural change by shifting 
resources of labor and capital into manufacturing would be overall beneficial, but where 
Lewis’ theory and the ideas of a ‘big push’ and ‘balanced growth’ had the domestic 
aspect as the focus of analysis, the structuralist Raul Prebisch provided an international 
perspective, which revolved around the idea of center and periphery nations 
(Baghirathan, Rada & Taylor, 2004). 
 
While the argument still is that the manufacturing industry provides the best means of 
productions for development, he furthermore suggested the hypothesis along with Hans 
Singer, that over time, the terms of trade for of primary products such as agricultural 
goods and raw materials would decline by trading with more developed nations. The 
basis for the idea is that already developed and industrialized nations would reap much 
more from the trade.  The development of new production technologies will, when 
viewed on a global level be counterproductive for the developing nations. As the export 
of manufactured goods from developed nations has a much higher elasticity, due to 
oligarchic production structures that can keep the prices high enough for profits to 
remain steady and thus furthermore keep wages for workers up. This will result in 
developing nations sustaining their benefits of the trade as underdeveloped nations will 
have to keep paying the same for imported goods. On the other hand, with 
underdeveloped nations being based on primary goods for exports, the prices of these 
commodities will decline over time, due to higher volatility and lower elasticity. As the 
purchasing power of developed nations will increase, the production output of 
underdeveloped nations will decrease, due to their less efficient means of production as 
seen by the Lewis model. Thus the application of new technology which lowers the cost 
of production for developing nations will not have the same effect on underdeveloped 
nations whose economy is less productive overall (Baghirathan, Rada, Taylor 2004). 
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Thus, over time: “The P-S hypothesis predicts that the prices of what the periphery sells 
on the world market will decline, while the import prices of what the periphery 
purchases from the center will remain about the same. Just the reverse is true for the 
center nations, which find their terms of trade, and hence the purchasing power of 
their exports, rising”. (Cypher, 2014, p. 207). 
 
According to structuralist theory, there is no benefit for the periphery in international 
terms of trade, thus without policy changes, free international trade will only make 
underdeveloped nations worse off. Herein lies another argument for industrialization 
which would be internally realized through the theoretical arguments of for example 
Lewis. 
 
However, as the challenge of competing internationally would in many instances be too 
great for nations going through industrialization the idea of protecting domestic 
manufactures came through the suggestions of policies of import substitution, outlined 
below. 
 
Import substitution Industrialization 
 
From the presented theoretical standpoint it is necessary to achieve industrialization to 
improve the conditions for development, and the enhancement of industrialization 
stems from the idea of shifting resources towards the manufacturing sector and away 
from the primary sector of production. As pointed about by the structuralist ideas of 
center and periphery, there exists an uneven relationship on the global market between 
developed and underdeveloped nations. So according to theory, it is necessary not only 
to foster industrialization, but also to protect the export market sector until it becomes 
competitive on an international level. Several policies can be implemented by 
governments to achieve this. Firstly, as mentioned before, changing the structure of 
export towards the secondary sector of manufacturing is part of the solution. 
Furthermore, Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI) focuses on creating internal 
markets, by manufacturing the goods which would normally be imported from the 
center, domestically. This would reduce the dependency on high-cost imported goods, 
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and thus create an endogenous growth which would in the long term be more stable and 
profitable on an aggregate level (Cypher, 2014). 
 
While ISI seems simple enough, it is a gradual progress that are dependent on proper 
government, clear strategy and functioning institutions. It is a gradual systemic change 
which poses different challenges to different economies, depending on the context. 
As according to the Lewis model for example, it is necessary to reap the benefits of 
shifting labour towards manufacturing. But for the manufacturing sector to absorb the 
surplus labor, sufficient machinery, technology and other means of production is 
necessary to fully utilize the labor force. If the domestic production sector of these assets 
are not adequate in their output to sustain this balance, foreign import is needed. Thus a 
balance between the two is needed. This of course is a complex task, where the system as 
a whole must be coordinated and systemically and strategically executed, the success of 
which relies on social, political, economic and cultural conditions. Otherwise, 
unemployment will increase and lower the efficiency of the economy (Cypher, 2014, p. 
319). 
 
Cypher (2014, p. 320) lists the different aspects of the economy that needs to be 
considered when initiating the first stages of ISI: 
 
1. The size of the domestic market, including population size, average income, and 
income distribution 
 
2. The size and skills of the existing pool of potential business managers who 
would operate new enterprises 
 
3. The educational attainment and available skills of the labor force and the speed 
of migration of labor from agriculture to industry 
 
4. The availability of finance for the purchase of technology, needed physical 
capital, and other inputs, and for the needed training of managers and workers 
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5. The potential for growth of demand over the future for each import substitution 
good and the learning-by-doing potential from production 
 
6. Possible linkage and spin-off and spillover effects (positive externalities in 
production) that might stimulate production or knowledge expansion in other 
industries, including the establishment of new industries, as the consequence of 
initiating production in any particular easy ISI industry 
 
As seen from this, a wide arrange of different factors are important to examine, and each 
are dependent on different aspects. Education, finance, infrastructure, aggregate 
demand, external factors on the international market and transitional issues are all 
necessary to understand and improve to fully gain efficiency when implementing import 
substitution. 
 
Furthermore, solely improving and understanding these aspects may not be enough to 
foster growth from ISI, as developed nations already have undergone this structural 
transformation of their economy and thus, domestic producers do, due to the 
aforementioned issues, simply not have the capabilities to compete with foreign 
imported goods, and therefore individual firms and enterprises will not attempt to enter 
the market, although it may be necessary for sustainable, long term growth. In here lies 
the argument that the government should not only focus on distributing the gains of 
gradual growth in the appropriate sectors and industries, but must also intervene by 
means of tariffs, quotas and so on, to limit the capacity for foreign goods to be 
competitive. If the prices on foreign commodities and goods becomes higher than the 
locally produced, the infant industries will stand a chance of developing, learning and 
adjusting to become more efficient and thus competitive (Cypher, 2014). 
 
Over time, by changing the institutions and structures of the economy, while protecting 
local firms enough to become productive, while simultaneously shifting towards 
industrialization, a country becomes more stable and productive, thus raising overall 
income which will result in better living standards and thus development will, in theory, 
be achieved. As can be seen, this is not only a monumental task, but also one that 
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constantly is undergoing evolution, adjusting not only to external factors, but to internal 
as well, as any surplus must be correctly appropriated, correct strategies must be 
implemented such as focus on the areas that are inefficient and external factors such as 
demand for certain goods in the future must be considered. This may have temporary 
consequences e.g. if the prediction of the efficiency of the domestic producers is off, the 
raised prices on foreign imports may not only cause problems such as increased poverty 
among the general population, but may also hinder development as local manufactures 
are unable to afford the necessary imported goods. The balance between all these factors 
can only be kept by careful strategy and analysis of the whole economy. Furthermore, 
when to deem the manufacturing sectors ready for international competition is on the 
other hand as well a difficult challenge. Meanwhile, this is of course all reliant on a 
functional, legitimate and efficient government (Cypher, 2014). 
 
This outlines some of the main perspectives behind development theory. 
 
While all these theories have been criticized for their lack of attention to the possibility 
of state failure, as well as the ‘one fits all’ approach of a linear growth model, it provides 
the basic insight into a widely utilized and practical suggestion to the question of how 
best to develop low-level income countries. 
Development theories can be seen as acknowledging the role of capitalism and the 
market ability to create growth, but recognizes that the market can be inefficient in 
sustaining growth by itself. It thus eliminates the stark contrast of classical theories such 
as neo-classical theory and marxism, and adds several interventionist aspects of 
development with the affection for the Keynesian aspect of aggregate perspective and 
the role of the state. Furthermore, the attention to the idea that developing countries in 
the modern world must overcome different obstacles on the path of development than 
the originally developed nations of the global north. 
 
As the market fails to optimize the economy on an aggregate level, the state may 
intervene and reform the structures as to achieve the most beneficial outcome through 
analysis and strategic planning. This would be achieved through careful analysis of the 
society and taking policy action where it is necessary. In much of development theory, 
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market failures are seen as persistent and thus in development theories the paradigm 
became one that “...stressed the design of optimal policy interventions in the presence 
of market failure by benevolent social-welfare-maximizing governments.” (Adam & 
Dercon, 2009, p. 175) 
 
The state, the institutions and the structures of a country must be, in many cases, 
drastically altered to achieve the goal of furthering development and prosperity. 
 
 
Descriptive Chapter 
 
Bangladesh has experienced quite a lot of development over the last decades. Since 
independence in 1971 the country has gone from a closed, highly socialist state to a more 
open economy, with a more liberal institutional infrastructure and is on its way to 
become a middle or medium income country (SFYP, 2010). It is though very debatable 
how well on their way they are. The bangladeshi economy has a vast number of 
constraints, and a very inefficient institutional infrastructure. These will at a later point 
be examined further, but in order to understand the problems of the bangladeshi 
economy it is necessary to understand the state of things in one of the most densely 
populated and corrupt countries in the world. Following is a short description of the 
economy as a whole, the institutions that govern it and how it has evolved.  
 
The growth rates in Bangladesh have been increasing over the last two decades, but not 
fast enough. One of the main reasons for this problem is the default of total factor 
productivity measures in the economy as whole (SFYP, 2010). By that is meant that 
there has not been sufficient increase in other factors than capital and labor. The labor 
force has been growing at a steady pace over the last decades due to high and increasing 
birthrates. This growth is expected to continue. Capital has also increased rather 
steadily, but not fast enough either. This is due to the insufficient growth rates in FDI, 
which also accounts for the insufficient increase in total factors such as technological 
development (SFYP, 2010).  
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Bangladesh possess the great advantages for attracting FDI that is found in developing 
countries. These include a large population of available labor, with low incomes and low 
standard of living. This combined with open borders have in many cases attracted great 
amounts of FDI in other countries. The problem though is that this rather primitive 
form of investment is not sufficient in the long run. Empirical cases, for example the 
Asian Tigers, have shown that continued policy reform in favor of openness and 
development of the labor force, in the form of education and skill development, have 
created continued exponential increase in FDI (Yusuf & Rahlman, 2011).  
 
As mentioned above, the openness and regulatory framework are essential factors in 
attracting FDI. If labor is cheap and plentiful it does not matter if the trade barriers that 
surrounds it are high and enclosing (Gunter et.al., 2012). In Bangladesh, protection has 
not been reduced significantly, resulting in the statement: “While trade protection has 
come down sharply from its very high levels in the early 1990s, Bangladesh remains 
amongst the most heavily protected countries in the world”(SFYP, 2010, p. 54). The 
last data that is available at the website of the National Board of Revenue (NBR) show 
that in 2007/08 the customs level was at 10% for raw material, 15% for intermediate 
raw material and 25% for finished products. Although the site also show that a 
modernization and reform to a level of “3% for capital machinery, 7% for basic raw 
material, 12% for intermediate raw-material or semi finished products, and 25% for 
finished products”(nbr-bd.org,2015).  
 
Although the customs duty level is a good indicator for the openness of the economy it is 
not the whole picture at all. The laws that surround especially the trade market in stocks 
etc. are also very good indicators of the possibilities for foreign enterprises or 
individuals to invest in bangladeshi companies and enterprises. These laws are to a large 
extent in line with the statement from the SFYP above about the regulatory level on the 
financial markets and trade in general.  
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Demographic Conditions 
 
Bangladesh is one of the most densely populated countries in the world. This in itself 
puts a huge constraint on agricultural growth, since output cannot be enhanced by 
increasing input. Thereby growth in agriculture can only be expanded by enhancing 
productivity, and creating more surplus from the same land. This in turn plays into 
another structural problem for the economy. The manufacturing part of national GDP is 
much lower than in most developed countries and the developing countries surrounding 
Bangladesh (Gunter et. al, 2012). This may pose a problem for the economy according to 
theory, that will be examined and explained much further in the following sections.  
 
Most of the people that should be employed in this sector is then at the moment 
employed partly in the aforementioned low productivity agricultural sector, but far 
mostly in the informal sector. A sector that is very problematic to have such a big labor 
force share employed in because of its low public revenue (almost no tax income), low 
productivity and an extremely low export rate. The demography therefore pose both a 
potential for economic growth and poverty reduction (SFYP, 2010; Gunter et. al, 2012). 
Although at the moment it is a big problem for the Bangladeshi economy. The project 
will at a later point examine this structural problem from a the perspective of the theory. 
 
The demographic problematics in Bangladesh have resulted in negative problems with 
food security and ensuring it has been the main concern of the government for the past 
decades. This has been secured by a ban on rice export and subsidies for rice fertilizer 
(SFYP, 2010). The reason for the problems with food security in the meantime play into 
the problem with the sectoral structure of the economy. The high unemployment and 
thereby generally low wages make it difficult for the population to afford the necessities 
of life. 
 
The growth that has occurred in Bangladesh have been rather uneven because the 
accumulation has only occurred among the people that had money for investing already 
before growth started around 1990. Increase in human capital and labor force quality 
has been insufficient in creating an investment ready middle income class. This is what 
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the SFYP see as the constraining factor on the overall domestic investment rate whing 
from 2004 to 2014 only rose with 3% as share of GDP (Data.worldbank.org, 2015). 
Another reason why accumulation has not been possible for a big part of the population 
is that the banking sector and the public sector (ensuring for example the human capital 
policy- implementations) are both riddled with corruption. The banking sector consists 
mainly of a small number of publicly owned banks, that account for the main bulk of the 
sector. Even though a number of banks have been led into the market and deregulation 
have been implemented, the publicly owned banks still posses much too big a part of the 
sector (Gunter et.al, 2012). This is because they have an extremely high rate of 
corruption, and bribes are often necessary to undertake business in the bank (salman 
2009). In the public sector the corruption puts a major constraint on the efficiency of 
public investments in especially education and infrastructure (SFYP, 2010). Although 
this poses a major problem for the economy as a whole and especially poverty reduction 
it is not a problem that will be further examined due to the limitations described above.  
 
Infrastructure 
 
This report distinguish between hard and soft infrastructure. In this regard hard 
infrastructure is the physical infrastructure such as roads, bridges and harbors etc. Soft 
infrastructure on the other hand is the administrative institutions that govern the 
economy and implement regulation and investments. The hard infrastructure is very 
poor in Bangladesh. Especially in the rural areas where a number of factors of 
infrastructure such as power, sanitation and roads are scarce and in worst cases not 
present. This entails a critical constraint on rural and agricultural growth, and 
investments in hard infrastructure are heavily needed. It has to be said that the large 
number of natural catastrophes do pose a difficulty in undertaking many of these 
investments efficiently and sustainably (SFYP, 2010).  
 
Regarding the soft infrastructure and especially the institutions that are relevant for the 
problem area examined in this project, there has been a major transformation, and a 
number on liberalising reforms have been undertaken since 1990. The extent to which 
this transformation is satisfactory at this point for the growth potential is questionable. 
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Especially the financial institutions can, from a neo-liberal perspective, be liberalised 
further, although for now we will only look at which institutions exist at the moment.  
 
The national bank has been increasingly separated from state influence. This is very 
essential for creating sustainable monetary policies. It has happened in step with the 
permission for expanding competition in the general banking sector. Under the national 
bank, a number of institutions for investments under the SFYP regarding the structural 
problem has been created. These include the division for investments in growth among 
small and medium sized enterprises, and other institutions for enhancing FDI, 
investment and savings rate. Bangladesh Bank (the central national bank) is the main 
regulatory institution for the financial sector. As mentioned earlier the sector has 
evolved over time and from consisting of 6 nationalized commercial banks alone it now 
consists of 5 and a large number of small, specialized and privately owned banks 
(bangladesh-bank.org, 2015). The nationalized commercial banks have a much lower 
revenue and a higher number of non-performing loans. How the financial institutions 
constrain growth, and how they are more specifically built up, will be examined further 
below.  
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Analysis 
 
Introduction/SFYP 
 
As explained above the main structural problem in the Bangladeshi economy would 
according to the theory be the large part of the work force that is employed within the 
low productivity agricultural sector or the low productivity informal services. Following 
the Lewis model, the surplus of labour resources in this sector would need to be 
transitioned and employed in the high productivity manufacturing sector because of 
higher level of output it is able to produce, and wages will not rise sufficiently (Zhang, 
2014). The increased inequality in the country over the last decades has to some extent 
been caused by the growth in productivity and output, without sufficient growth in 
employment rates (SFYP, 2010). To obtain optimal development-trends, growth in GDP 
has to be relational to growth in employment, otherwise accumulation will be 
constrained by insufficient growth in wages (Kapsos, 2005).  
 
In order to maintain continued sustainable growth according to development theory, a 
country's development strategy has to focus jointly on pursuing growth in productivity 
(output and GDP) and employment. This would in this case be achieved through 
attracting the surplus labor of the agricultural city away from the rural areas and into 
the industrialized urban areas. By focusing on one singularly, growth will over time 
decline as the inefficiency in utilizing the country’s labour for production capacity will 
result in an inadequacy in competing on the international market (Kapsos 2005). If 
employment grows without productivity, the quality of labor, and income by export will 
not rise, and therefore in turn slow down growth. If productivity grows without 
employment following, inequality will constrain the growth in real wages, and in turn 
slow down the structural transformation (Kapsos, 2005).  
 
A good measurement of the ability or successfulness in obtaining the twofold policy 
focus is the elasticity of employment. Elasticity describes the relationship between GDP 
growth and employment growth over a period of time. For countries with a positive GDP 
growth a negative elasticity indicates a negative progress in employment and a positive 
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productivity progress. Elasticity over 1 indicates the opposite, while between 0 and 1 
indicates growth in both factors. Kahn (2001) shows that the ideal elasticity level for 
developing an economy and obtaining the status as middle income country, is 0,7 
(Kapsos, 2005). Although he maintains that, in countries with dense populations and 
low income, such as Bangladesh, a slight bias towards employment growth is optimal. 
This is because growth in wages are crucial to enhance aggregate demand, and thus state 
input and thereby investment capabilities to further the capacity of the Bangladeshi 
state to intervene and create balanced growth. Therefore ideally Bangladesh shall 
achieve an elasticity between 0.7 and 1 (Kapsos, 2005).  
 
The manufacturing sector is both more productive than the agricultural sector and has 
more potential for growth, due to the land constraint on agricultural growth in output. 
Therefore, by transforming the economy from a big population employed in agriculture 
towards manufacturing will enhance the employment intensity of growth. In regards to 
employment intensity the industrial sector does not have the same advantages in 
comparison with agriculture, although in the case of Bangladesh due to the land 
constraint on agricultural growth, manufacturing does pose a much higher potential for 
labor intensive high productivity growth (Kapsos, 2005).  
 
This demographic dynamism is also seen in the latest development strategy from 
Bangladesh as both the biggest problem and the biggest potential for accelerated 
growth. In the following section we will examine the strategy for invoking this structural 
transformation. The strategy is exemplified by the Sixth Five Year Plan (SFYP, 2010) 
which describes the strategy for developing the Bangladeshi economy during the period 
of 2010 to 2015. The SFYP has a clear tendency towards developmentalism which can be 
seen in the plan's emphasis on the structural problems of the economy and the 
investment based approach to creating the big push. The plan also see structural 
transformation from agriculture towards the manufacturing industry as the main course 
of development (SFYP, 2010), as the Lewis model predicts. The emphasis on the 
structural transformation, however, does not necessarily exclude the neo-liberal 
approach, although the heavy focus on providing overhead capital for the economy 
entails somewhat of a lean towards development theory, with its roots in keynesianism 
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in some instances of the plan (Cypher, 2014). Since the plan is formulated in 
collaboration between Bangladesh and the World Bank, this move away from the neo-
liberal approach is very uncommon. This may be due to the socialist nature of the short 
Bangladeshi history, although what will be shown below is that even though the plan 
poses a new form of strategy, a lot of problems can only be revealed using a nuanced 
theoretical perspective.  
 
The first step in transforming the structure is enhancing the productivity in the 
agricultural sector in order to make labor available for mobilization towards industrial 
manufacturing. The Sixth Five Year Plan describes a strategy for this with two main 
areas of investment. Firstly they intend to raise productivity by enhancing the quality in 
the work force, and secondly, the focus is on diversification of the sector by crop and 
structure. The twofold emphasis does to a certain extent play into the theoretical 
framework of this paper, although the means and the strategy for obtaining productivity 
increase through these areas is not necessarily the most cost effective way according to 
the theoretical framework through which it is analyzed. Following is first an explanation 
of the how the means and the strategy are proposed in the SFYP (2010), firstly regarding 
the quality of the labour force.  
 
Enhancing the quality of the work force include investments in the development of 
human capital. Thereby meant training of farmers and general skills development. This 
is a very costly approach to enhancing the productivity since a very large part of the 
workforce is employed within this sector. Developmentalist theory argues that education 
and skill development can be sponsored by the state in order to enhance the quality of 
the workforce. If education is privately undertaken, it will not have nearly the same 
efficiency (companies would have to be sure of their ability to exploit the labor they 
educate), nor available for those who need it the most; the rural poor people employed 
in agriculture (Cypher, 2014).  
 
Since independence, Bangladesh has maintained a ban on the export of rice and 
subsidies on rice fertilizer. This has been undertaken to ensure low price on rice on the 
domestic market and ensure national food security (SFYP, 2010). Although this policy 
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has been successful in obtaining self-sufficiency in rice, it has not been as successful in 
creating growth in the sector as other approaches would have been. The theoretical 
framework advocates for the idea of some form of protectionism, but simultaneously it 
maintains the recognition of free competition as the main driver of economic growth 
without input-increase (Cypher, 2014). The land-constraint therefore help in concluding 
that some form of deregulation has to take place.  
 
Therefore the strategy for enhancing the productivity of the agricultural sector entails a 
policy-dilemma between an investment based approach, focused on enhancing the 
workforce quality through investments, or a trade driven approach, focused on 
enhancing diversification by decreasing subsidies and thereby withdrawing the 
incentives for rice-production. This relates to the idea of ISI, and the balance between 
the internal development of necessary sectors while still profiting from international 
trade is essential. Bangladesh has experienced growth and productivity growth within 
the rice-subsector, although not nearly as much as in other sectors (SFYP, 2010). By 
liberalizing the market and withdrawing the subsidies and regulation, the Bangladeshi 
government would possibly obtain some form of risk in food-security, but on the other 
hand this would enhance productivity, export and growth. While a more laissez-faire 
model may be needed, a clear dilemma here is the initial transitional consequences it 
may have on food security. 
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Small & Medium Enterprises( SME) Manufacturing 
 
According to developmentalist theory the structural transformation has to be 
implemented by focusing on both supply and demand of labor. The balanced investment 
approach is necessary to push transformation of the economy. Since the SFYP 
undertakes this transformation it is necessary to examine how they intend to balance 
investments between pushing supply or demand of labor. By enhancing productivity in 
the agricultural sector, supply of labor will be created. This does not matter though, if 
the demand on labor for the manufacturing sector is not increased. Therefore emphasis 
shall also be put on both enhancing the growth in the sector and the labor-absorption 
capabilities of the sector as described in the theory.  
 
Due to better developed technology and enhanced utilization of its employees, large 
factories with an international financing behind them have a higher productivity per 
worker and therefore employ less people compared to its output than smaller or 
medium sized firms do. They have a higher labor force intensity, but also a higher 
diversification level (Kapsos, 2005). The SFYP describes how labor intensive industries 
are needed for a country with such high population density and low wages due to high 
unemployment rate (SFYP, 2010). It thereby recognizes the problem and creates 
institutions to deal with it, hereunder the SME division under Bangladesh Bank which 
will be further examined below. The approach and the institutions it involves will be 
examined throughout the following section, but it is necessary to address the financial 
sector as a whole in order to comment further on the effectiveness of the approach.  
 
Apart from that, the small and medium sized enterprises are easier to place in rural 
areas where the bulk of poverty is concentrated demographically. They have the 
potential for spurring life into other places than the big cities, only problem is that 
Bangladesh's poor hard infrastructure poses an obstacle to developing SME in rural 
areas. 
 
The market needs to be structured in a way that can incorporate a larger labor force 
increase, and to do so it needs to incorporate an industry with high labor intensity while 
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at the same time higher productivity than agriculture and informal services (Kapsos, 
2005). This is ideally the small and medium sized enterprises, since they meet these 
criterias best. Larger enterprises have a higher productivity and therefore employ a 
smaller labor force compared to their output. This lowers the elasticity of the 
manufacturing sector, and that may pose a potential problem, which will further 
examined in the following analysis. The concept of real wages best describe the need for 
lowering unemployment drastically in order to create growth for the individual 
worker/citizen.  
 
To cope with the implementation and planning of investments in enhancing the sector 
for small and medium sized enterprises, the SFYP sets down a Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SME) division under Bangladesh Bank. It needs to be stressed that 
promotion of the large enterprise (mainly RMG) sector is also extremely important 
especially due to its export capacity. This shall mainly be done by enhancing its FDI 
growth levels since investments from this area tend to favor large firms (Hallberg, 
2000). The Small and Medium sized enterprises rarely benefits from FDI due to its 
disabilities in competing on the international market. Therefore the investment-
structures in the domestic markets needs to be qualified in order to make capital and 
credit available for investors in the SME sector. 
 
The public SME division is a government led initiative created in order to enhance the 
structure of the banking sector in order to present capital for the investors in small and 
medium sized firms. The SFYP thereby presents the investment oriented approach, by 
subsidizing loans. The approach does however entail some form of public investments in 
most cases. Some form of loans for investments in the sector with a favorable interest 
rate sponsored by the state or in this case the national bank or other forms of 
investments-incentives are used in many developing countries.This is also the strategy 
obtained by the SFYP, although a further reform of the country's banking sector does 
not necessarily seem to be on the agenda (SFYP, 2010).  
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Banking Sector 
 
As described above, the banking sector, initially after independence, consisted of 
national banks due to a socialistic nature of the state in that period. Even though 
regulation was eventually liberalized to some extent and some banks were let into the 
market, the level of corruption in the sector was still extremely high (SFYP, 2010). The 
oligarchic nature of the banking sector has made people lose confidence in the banks, 
and thereby not put their savings in the banks. When people do not put their money in 
the banks, the banks does not have any money to provide capital for new enterprises. 
This shows a structural obstacle for the Bangladesh economy (Agrawal & Sahoo, 2009). 
 
The issue of the population not being able to invest enough capital is twofold. The 
general insufficient banking system in the country concerning both accessibility and 
trust and then the difference in the mindset of the urban and the rural areas respectively 
in the country. Studies have shown that a better access to banking facilities have a 
positive impact on savings and in the rural areas of bangladesh, the banking system is 
generally worse and their income is both lower and more unstable. This instability may 
occasionally result in the people saving more, but if capital is saved in the household and 
not in the banking system, it will not be reinvested and economic growth will decrease. 
Since such a massive amount of the population are living in the rural areas of 
Bangladesh working in the agricultural sector, this issue becomes much larger, so a 
possible solution to this would according to theory would again be the backing of the 
argument that not only is it necessary to improve the accessibility and trustworthiness 
of the banking system, it is also the general industrialization and the movement of 
people from the rural areas into the urban areas which is needed in this regard as well. 
Having reasonable interest rates in the banking system is also an important aspect 
whilst trying to get people to save more as they will be more willing to transfer their 
money into the banks (Agrawal & Sahoo, 2009). Capital and accumulation and growth 
are in many growth theories correlated with having higher savings rates, and it can be 
argued that both public and private savings are important determinants of growth 
(Agrawal & Sahoo, 2009).  
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So in conclusion if the savings rate does not increase drastically it is very problematic for 
the chances of accelerated growth in investment rate and of the small and medium sized 
enterprises in manufacturing. The SFYP strategy for this emphasize that there has been 
an increase in savings during the last decade due to increase in incoming remittances. 
Since part of the SFYP is to export labor, both skilled and unskilled, the remittances are 
expected to increase during the implementation period and after. This will in turn push 
up the savings rate, and this is, according to the SFYP, sufficient in creating growth in 
investments, but other research predict a different outcome, which will explained later 
(SFYP, 2010).  
 
To sum up the SFYP is a medium term plan and therefore limited in its impact, although 
the strategy may already hint at a limited impact. This is due to the rather conservative, 
investment based approach to creating sustainable growth and job creation. The dire 
need for a transformation in the labour force employment sector-wise entails a major 
reform and liberalisation of the banking sector. The steps do not seem sufficient 
according to our theory, therefore in the following section we will examine further 
problems constraining Bangladeshi growth (SFYP, 2010).  
 
 
Neo-liberal Economic Approach 
 
The economic performance of a developing country is to a large extent determined by its 
infrastructure which is a twofold concept as mentioned above; hard and soft 
infrastructure. 
Hard infrastructure is of course essential, at least to some degree, as roads, 
transportation possibilities, hospitals, schools and general construction and 
maintenance of public elements are needed, but if a country have a poor soft 
infrastructure, it is difficult for it to develop in an ideal manner. This section will 
therefore focus more on the soft infrastructure and the general governance of 
Bangladesh from a mainly neo-liberal perspective. This paper acknowledges however, 
that these two types of governance are highly interconnected. Globerman and Shapiro 
has a very neo-liberal approach to how a developing country should be governed and the 
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importance of a good infrastructure: “A ‘‘positive’’ governance infrastructure would 
therefore include: an effective, impartial and transparent legal system that protects 
property and individual rights; public institutions that are stable, credible and honest; 
and government policies that favor free and open markets” (Globerman & Shapiro, 
2002, p. 1901). This is very much in accordance to the neo-liberal theory of how to 
achieve development most efficiently in a developing country, because if the government 
and its institutions becomes stable and it opens up to the international market, it will 
naturally achieve economic growth and be competitive on the market. Those with a 
more protectionist state of mind would probably argue that the country would be 
undermined by the competition in the market that it is not yet capable of competing in, 
due to a lack of knowledge, technology, finance etc. (Globerman & Shapiro, 2002). 
 
Many scholars argue that it is important to recognize how governance affects both 
public and private investments and savings, how it may attract or deter FDI, how public 
policies and investments may have a possible crowding out or crowding in effect, the 
(in)stability of institutions within a country and ultimately how all of these things are 
positively or negatively related to economic growth in a developing country (Morrissey 
& Udomkerdmongkol, 2012). Studies show that governance, both negatively and 
positively, affects investments and that investments are generally important to 
economic growth. Good governance usually equals higher investments, and this is both 
how it attracts FDI and how it encourages private domestic investments. The attraction 
of FDI is especially related to having a stable government, preferably parliamentary 
governments rather than presidential. Morrissey and Udomkerdmongkol argues that 
“political uncertainty and poor governance (such as weak property rights, high 
corruption, or excessive regulation) have been found to discourage domestic private 
investment and FDI” (Morrissey & Udomkerdmongkol, 2012, p. 438). While this is not 
completely surprising, the regulation part is essential as they, like Globerman and 
Shapiro, advocates for a more liberal approach of less regulation and more openness to 
the international market and the economy in general. There is a common trend that 
political stability is an important determinant of investments, both foreign and 
domestic, and political instability and uncertainty may create a fear of the loss of control 
for investors and then other more stable countries becomes more attractive for FDI. 
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However, there are indications that unstable and underdeveloped countries with weaker 
institutions has larger shares of FDI flows, especially if domestic investments is 
discouraged, maybe due to certain policies or corruption, and this will be discussed 
below. The flows of FDI may therefore not be the best indicator of the level and the 
stability of governance (Morrissey & Udomkerdmongkol, 2012). 
 
Private agents within a developing country usually have to be financially assisted when 
considering investment and here there are several different options to consider, which is 
ultimately related to the governmental and institutional situation within the country. 
First, they can borrow from domestic markets or funds, both formal and informal, which 
is ideal as the financial flows are then staying within the country. This option however 
may not be favorable to the private agent if the financial system is unstable or corrupt or 
if the interest rates are relatively high compared to possibilities of borrowing outside of 
the country. Secondly, they can, as mentioned, borrow money abroad and acquire a 
foreign debt. Lastly, they can try to attract FDI. Morrissey and Udomkerdmongkol 
argues that “regimes that are stable, more market-oriented, and supportive of the 
private sector are likely to be more attractive to private investors” (Morrissey & 
Udomkerdmongkol, 2012, p. 438). They refer to these countries as capital-friendly 
regimes. They argue that countries that are against a liberalization of the market, which 
are usually more politically unstable, may ultimately discourage private domestic 
investments. These countries are therefore capital-unfriendly. Within these countries, 
private investors may therefore try to seek a foreign partner, so if the country is more 
unstable or have poor governance, FDI may be a more important source of finance for 
investors (Morrissey & Udomkerdmongkol, 2012). It is also important to consider the 
size of the FDI receiving country, as size are shown to have a large impact on the flows of 
FDI. Here size is measured both by the population size and the GDP. In heavy populated 
countries like Bangladesh, the majority of the consumers are possibly located within the 
borders, depending on the type and price of consumables produced, which means that 
distribution costs will be lower as the production is taking place where the consumers 
live (Globerman & Shapiro, 2002). 
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As mentioned above, public investments have potential crowding in or crowding out 
effects on the private sector. Crowding out happens when the public sector replaces, or 
maybe drives down, areas in the private sector, e.g. by leaving private agents and firms 
with less capital through heavy taxation as the public sector must finance its 
investments. Another issue is if public investments reduces the total savings available 
for private investments, since savings are, as mentioned above, seen as key to 
development. A way to solve this is to leave fewer responsibilities to the public sector 
and to strive for a general privatization of the market. However, if public investments 
are directly assisting firms in having a better access to the market, or if policies are 
positive towards a liberalization of the government and in an openness to the 
international market, there is a possible crowding in effect. The crowding in and out 
effects are highly related to the soft infrastructure of the country, as better institutions 
will increase the efficiency of public investments and it will also compliment the private 
investments more (Cavallo & Daude, 2011). Cavallo and Daude argues that private 
investments are effected by institutions in the two following ways: “First, bad 
institutions reduce private investment directly by decreasing the appropriability of 
returns to investors. Second, they reduce the effectiveness of public investments, i.e. 
each dollar invested in the public sector yields less in terms of public services (e.g. 
infrastructure)” (Cavallo & Daude, 2011, p. 67). It is important to observe if taxation has 
an effect on savings within the country, because if it does, there is a larger potential for a 
negative relationship between the public and the private sector and for a crowding out 
effect in general. However, the more open the country is, the less taxation will have a 
negative influence as private agents within the country have more opportunities for 
borrowing internationally, i.e. taxes would have less impact on domestic savings, so 
open countries generally has less crowding out (Cavallo & Daude, 2011). 
 
Public investments in infrastructure are generally observed to have a positive effect on 
private investments, especially in developing countries. It may not however, have the 
same positive effects if financed in the wrong way, and studies also indicates that public 
investments on other than infrastructure has a large potential for a crowding out effect 
(Cavallo & Daude, 2011). So to sum this up, if governance and institutions are working 
poorly within a country, public investments have a larger potential for a crowding out 
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effect on private investments, especially if the country is not open enough to the 
international market. 
 
FDI may have a possible crowd out effect on private investments, as it might replace 
some private investments as governance becomes better. However, this does not mean 
that FDI cannot be beneficial. It may just indicate that investment opportunities within 
the country are generally limited. That private investments and FDI should increase at 
the same time may be too much to ask for. Morrissey and Udomkerdmongkol argues 
that “foreign investors, especially multinational firms, have advantages over domestic 
investors; typically, they have greater access to investment finance, technology and 
global markets” (Morrissey & Udomkerdmongkol, 2012, p. 443). Foreign investors 
therefore often have better opportunities for investments. When a country experiences 
growth and the soft infrastructure improves, it becomes a more attractive destination for 
FDI, and furthermore, domestic investors have a decreasing need to seek foreign 
partners. Therefore, if a developing country wants to reduce the potential crowding out 
effect, it should make sure that domestic investors have acceptable opportunities for 
investments and that they can also be financed domestically (Morrissey & 
Udomkerdmongkol, 2012). 
 
This section has focused on the economic approach of a developing country while 
incorporating many aspects of the neo-liberal way of thinking about development. It has 
shed light on the importance of having a strong infrastructure, both hard and soft, and 
the importance of governmental policies that favors privatization and advocates for an 
openness to the international market. Furthermore, it has shown the interconnection of 
the public and the private sector and how public investments has to be beneficial 
towards private investment if a country wants to avoid a potential crowding effect. 
Therefore, Bangladesh should, according to this theoretical standpoint, aim for a 
liberalization of their government, its institutions and the market and try to be 
competitive on the international scene and they should strengthen their infrastructure 
so that investments are encouraged domestically and so the country becomes attractive 
for FDI, as long as FDI does not have a crowding out effect on private investment. 
However, it is essential to take Bangladesh’s current situation into consideration, as 
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these theories are concerned with developing countries in general and not particularly 
Bangladesh. Bangladesh may not yet be capable of competing on the international 
market, and their government may not be ready for a liberalization, and improving the 
infrastructure in the country may be easier said than done. Therefore, this paper also 
works with the theories of structuralism and developmentalism, as to get more 
perspectives on this matter.  
 
 
Financial sector  
 
Above it has been showed how the neo-liberal approach to development emphasizes a 
strong, open and liberal financial system. Since the theoretical framework of this paper 
is only partly constructed from this line of thought, it is important to emphasize that a 
liberal financial sector can also be beneficial for the poor in developing countries. In 
Bangladesh it would even be the preferable course of action to liberalize the critically 
flawed and inefficient financial system, because the trust and productivity of the sector 
needs to be increased in order to achieve rural growth and increase employment 
(Morrissey & Udomkerdmongkol, 2012). This next section will examine the financial 
system in bangladesh and show why it is necessary to liberalize and privatize in a much 
more widespread fashion than what has been undertaken so far.  
 
The main regulatory institution in the financial sector in Bangladesh is the central 
Bangladesh Bank. Apart from regulatory institutions the sector consists of mainly state-
owned commercial banks and privately owned commercial banks. There is 5 state 
owned banks, and until 1990 the business of banking was solemnly undertaken by state 
owned banks. Although major reform has been undertaken and other banks have been 
led into the market it is still problematic to have so much of the sector-activity centered 
around non-profit institutions. There is at the moment 39 commercial privately owned 
banks, but although these are great in number they have not yet taken up a big enough 
share of the sector (SFYP, 2010; Bangladesh-bank.org, 2015).  
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Even though there is theoretical and ideological differences as whether to privatize the 
banking sector or not, there is plenty of data to emphasize that the state owned banks 
are not as efficient as the privately owned commercial banks. They also have fewer non-
performing loans, and these things of course plays into the neo-liberal argument, that 
emphasize the importance of the competitiveness of the institutions and the sector in 
the global market. A financial sector that has such a heavy influence on public interest is 
not necessarily competitive in a global market because productivity and accumulation 
are not the main concerns of the institutions (Morrissey & Udomkerdmongkol, 2012). 
Even though a financial sector that is competitive in the global market, may at some 
point even be able to export financial services, the quality of labour and level of 
technological development, turns the emphasis on the subject over to attracting FDI. 
This is because FDI is crucial for growth in manufacturing, and the employment 
intensity of growth in financial services (Kapsos, 2005). Apart from that the competition 
in prices, according to the theoretical framework of this project,  will help in making 
capital and credit available to the poor or to investors in small and medium sized 
enterprises in rural areas (Cypher, 2014). 
 
Apart from being less efficient, the state owned commercial banks are also prone to be 
much more corrupt. Initially after independence the state owned banks were extremely 
important in distributing increasingly necessary credit, but the inequality in income 
opened the system for exploitation. Surveys show that the bulk of people that have taken 
a loan in a state owned commercial bank report that they had to present a bribe or have 
connections in the institution in order to obtain a loan (Salman, 2009). This shows that 
apart from inefficiency the state owned banks also have a significant impact on the level 
of corruption. The corruption plays into the decreased trust in the banking system 
which, as described earlier is extremely crucial for enhancing savings rates.  
 
Corruption is, though, only part of the problem regarding the accessibility of banking 
institutions for the poor. The interest rates are much too high for the poor to afford 
borrowing money. On the other hand interest rates on deposits are, without access to 
government subsidized loans, unaffordable. This critically decreases the investment rate 
and the general overturn of the banking sector. This sector accounts for a large part of 
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the investment capabilities in a market economy, and thereby slow down the structural 
transition. The level of investment is also affected by the general cost of investment, not 
just the interest rates, although these play a major role. Investments often go into the 
stock market instead of manufacturing because of the high cost of finance (Rahman & 
Yusuf, 2010). This is problematic because the growth created from investments in 
manufacturing are often much more labour intensive(Rahman & Yusuf, 2010). 
 
The high cost of finance is due to 1) Obstacles in domestic finance. As described above 
the low savings rate imply a constraint on finance and thereby poor intermediation, high 
collateral requirements which the domestic population cannot afford due to low real 
wages, improper risk assessment techniques due to low quality of information 
technology, are all factors that force the cost of finance to rise. From a structuralist point 
of view these constraints on domestic finance are critical indicators of the inefficiency of 
the state owned institutional dominance. Points 2 and 3 problematise the structure of 
the financial sector in Bangladesh because of the need for rapid technological 
development in information technologies and lower collateral requirements through 
competition in this area of the market (Rahman & Yusuf, 2010).  
 
Rapid technological development can, from the perspective of the theoretical framework 
of this paper, come mainly from FDI. Thereby meant that another reason for the high 
cost of finance is 2) obstacles in accessing international finance. This is mainly due to 
the high risk involved in investing in a developing country like Bangladesh. There is 
both a high country risk and a high exchange rate risk involved when providing finance 
to Bangladesh. Apart from that, FDI is generally constrained by the adverse investment 
conditions described above with the low output from investments due to poor 
demographic division, bad infrastructure and low human capital (Rahman & Yusuf, 
2010).   
 
These constraints on finance in Bangladesh should impose a quite radical structural 
change. However, this is not the case. In the SFYP described above, the policy changes 
in the sector are mainly situated around enhanced investments in subsidised loans for 
the poor and investors in small and medium sized enterprises. This regulation is 
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undertaken by the SME division under Bangladesh Bank. Thereby the strategy does not 
include much further privatization or liberalization, and that is extremely problematic 
according to the our theory.  
 
The theoretical framework does, as described above, have a tendency to work towards 
the liberal school of thought, including the keynesian approach to growth. Thereby the 
framework recognizes the need for both the invisible hand, described by Adam Smith, 
and the need for overhead capital in certain instances as described by Lewis. By focusing 
mainly on the structure of the bangladeshi economy and its institutions, the project 
relies heavily on the ideal goal of a society in maximum productivity. Included in this is 
full utilization of the labour force. The unemployment rate, and especially hidden 
unemployment, can therefore said to be part of the theoretical framework (Cypher, 
2014). The only reason why it is important to make this short explanation is to show 
how this rather liberal approach does take into account many of the more humanitarian 
poverty reducing factors by eradicating poverty by giving people jobs.  
 
The need for good and especially efficient governance is crucial for initiating the big 
push that, according to development theory is necessary for industrialisation. Implied in 
this is enhancing the efficiency of the institutions. What have been showed is that the 
sector, as it is with big dominance of state-owned institutions, is very unproductive, and 
does not create sufficient revenue. Liberalization is needed(Morrissey & 
Udomkerdmongkol, 2012; Rahman & Jusuf, 2010). This would be the view of any neo-
liberal economist. The rationale in optimising growth, competitiveness both within the 
sector and the sector as a whole in the global market. The high cost on finance that is 
due, at least partly to the inefficient state owned institutions can only be lowered by 
rapid radical reform of the financial sector and its institutions in favor of liberalization 
and privatization. This is due to the equilibrium effects of competition in providing 
lower price on finance for the poor and rural areas.  
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Real Wages  
 
Bangladesh is, as mentioned, one of the most densely populated countries in the world 
with approximately 1,200 people per square kilometer. The consequence is an intense 
population pressure, which influence the hard infrastructure. The public transportation 
are packed beyond capacity, “endless lines of human-powered rickshaws” (Zhang et. al, 
2014, p. 273) and thousands of deaths from both natural and man-made disasters are a 
reality. Furthermore, there have been a too high concentration of labor force in the 
agricultural sector, which have had an impact on the real wages especially for the poor. 
Since the poor happens to be the source for physical labor and potential growth in the 
country makes them an easy focus (Zhang et. al, 2014).   
 
In order to understand the process of economic transformation and reducing poverty 
overall, one have to understand the influence of factors such as the described 
landlessness, the heavy reliance on labor markets and the dynamics of wage formations 
that exists in Bangladesh. So first of all if one wants to determine the real wages of the 
poor in Bangladesh, one could compare their wages and the food prices. In Bangladesh, 
the calorie consumption for an average person exceeds 70% (rice) and accounts for the 
largest expense and since wages are the main income, investigating this ratio, the result 
can be used as a good proxy for defining the real wages. To do that Zhang et. al. have 
been investigating three different deflators, namely General Consumer Price Index 
(GCPI), Food Consumer Price (FCPI) and the Coarse Rice Price (CRP). By looking at 
these three indicators over time, more precise from 1999 to 2010, some interesting 
tendencies was found. The gap in wages in the rural sector and the urban sector has 
narrowed, especially since 2008. The growth rate of real wages of both sectors actually 
accompanied each other until around 2005. The growth rate of rural wages accelerated 
rapidly in 2005, and outstripped the urban real wages, which have witnessed a 
stagnating growth. In 2008, the global food crisis had its toll on the real wages in 
Bangladesh. Where the real daily wages in the urban and rural sector accounted for 
around 12 kg and 6 kg of rice respectively in 2001, the wages dropped to around 6 kg 
and 4 kg of rice respectively in 2008. By 2012 the purchasing power of urban daily 
wages and rural daily wages had risen equivalent to 13 kg and 11 kg rice a day 
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respectively. As mentioned, there have been a general rise in wages. From 2000 to 2010, 
female workers’ wages have increased faster, between 20% and 24% depending on the 
season, than male workers whose wages rose around 18%. Especially after 2005 in 
general the wages have accelerated compared to earlier years. Between 2000 and 2005 
the real wages of females rose by 68% where males’ wages only rose by 13%. Between 
2005 and 2010 the real wages of females only rose with 3% and the growth rate of real 
wage of males were 10%. Even though women are entering the labor market with a rapid 
pace, there is a noticeable majority of men, why that is, is not being investigated but it 
shows a tendency of utilizing the potential labor force even better (Zhang et. al, 2014).  
 
According to the theory of developmentalism, with the Lewis model of surplus labor in 
mind, economic development is the transformation of the low-productivity, namely the 
agricultural, sectors and transferring workers to more productive sectors such as 
manufacturing, thereby utilizing surplus labor. According to the Bangladesh Labor 
Force Survey (LFS) data, between 1999 and 2000 the size of the active labor force in the 
urban sector was around 9.2 million and had increased to 13.3 million in 2010, meaning 
an increase of 45%. The labor force of the rural sector increased as well, but 7% less than 
the urban sector. The tendency in the agricultural sector is that the total of labor force 
growth has declined from around 52% in 2002-2003 to 47% in 2010. According to 
Zhang et. al, the estimation of the tendency of allocating workers in the urban sector are 
actually underestimated since some urban areas are not accounted for, but that just 
further underlines the fact that Lewis prediction so far are a reality (Zhang et. al, 2014).  
 
As mentioned in the theory chapter, the idea of surplus labor in practice is that 
agricultural workers could work more efficiently with the technology acquired from the 
growth from (re)investments in the industrial sector, which also explains why the 
productivity in the agricultural sector would not decrease with falling number of 
workers and the productivity in the industry would increase. Alongside the development 
of the rural sector, the non-existing decline in wages in the agricultural sector during 
this transferring of labor force to the manufacturing sector can be explained by the large 
number of unemployment and underemployment in the rural sector, meaning there are 
labor force available. Another defining feature of this early stage of development are the 
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wages in the urban sector far exceeds the wages in the rural sector, which is the case in 
Bangladesh as mentioned above. But the wages in both sectors would remain steady and 
low. Lewis turning point can be described as of some point over time, all the labor force 
would be absorbed by the industrial sector thereby forcing the wages up, when the 
employees suddenly have to listen to the workers, due to the fact that the possibility of 
finding new labor force gets more difficult. But before this can take place, the 
aforementioned out migration of the rural sector to the urban sector, investments are 
needed. In Bangladesh, there was a negative growth, around -1,4% each year during 
1960 to 1979 and private reinvestments are only possible when an economy are 
generating surplus. During the eighties and the nineties, Bangladesh experienced an 
annual growth of nearly 12%, and 8,3% since 2001 and 2014. Furthermore the 
Bangladesh government tried harder to attract FDIs, as mentioned, in the garment 
industry in particular. “FDIs in the garment sector has grown from less than US$2 
million in 1995 to US$113.8 billion in 2012” (Zhang et. al, 2014, p. 278). This rapid 
growth from FDI follows the increasing number of workers in this specific sector, from 
120 thousand in mid-1980s to around 4 million in 2012. Exporting labor to other 
countries has also been an important factor for the ongoing growth. Remittances from 
migrant workers have had a huge impact on the economy as well as having to some 
extent helped with the problem of landlessness. In 1980 remittances accounted for 
about US$300 million of the country’s income growing more than 10% each year up 
until 1990. From there on, the income concerned remittance only grew, around 13,5% 
and reached about US$12 billion in 2012 and the share of remittance in GDP consisted 
of 11% from being around 0,20% in 1976. Since remittance mainly find its way to rural 
areas, evidently it means, in terms of GDP, remittance actually accounts for more than 
half of the aggregate agricultural value added (18%) in the country. Actually the total 
household income growth rose from 7% in 2007 to 9,4% in 2010, and even more within 
the rural sector exclusively. But it is not all positive, because all these remittances might 
lessen incentives for investment and depress labor supply, since income comes from 
elsewhere.  
 
One can conclude that the early stages of development in Bangladesh follows the Lewis 
model pretty close and that it has been a pretty good idea. The growth seems 
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neverending, in terms of wages and GD+P. The importance of factors such as FDIs and 
remittance should not be forgotten, since they have a tremendous influence on the 
country’s economic situation. Factors that is less in focus in the Lewis model. Wages are 
also influenced by the educational abilities of the workers and the next section will look 
into the importance of human capital. 
 
Human Capital 
 
Human capital is an economic concept based on the distinction of different kinds of 
economic activity: investment and consumption. Human capital in terms of education is 
an investment, in making people more skilled in specific areas and thereby raise their 
value on the labor market (Woodhall, 2001). Empirical studies have shown that there is 
a positive correlation between human capital and economic growth. According to 
Rahman and Yusuf (2010), if Bangladesh has a poorly educated workforce, it will not be 
able to take fully advantage of the globalization at hand. The firms in Bangladesh will be 
less able to adopt technologies from more advanced economies. In addition, investors 
are less likely to invest in ventures that requires specific skills. One can find examples on 
nations with no focus on education and still manages to get a higher educational output, 
Indonesia can be used as a great example. There are also examples of the opposite, as 
the Philippines have a much better educated workforce, despite having done worse than 
Bangladesh economically. So Investing in education is only useful if there is a demand 
for it. Numbers from the world bank (1990-2000) show that there is not a surplus of 
educated people in Bangladesh, which would mean that there definitely is a demand for 
educated people. Furthermore, studies have shown that on average, the people of 
Bangladesh earn 7% more per extra year of schooling, which is the same as in the US, 
thus suggesting that education have a role to play. Even though there is a demand for a 
more educated workforce, the demand of such comes from activities that creates 
individual monetary gains but might be counterproductive on the national scale. So even 
though the individual wages increases, the total output might stay the same or even 
drop. This indicates that before education actually raise the level of human capital, 
structural reforms in other sectors need to be established as well (Rahman & Yusuf, 
2010).  
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Another important factor when investing in education in developing countries is that it 
occurs in the early stages of development. Krueger and Lindahl (2001) have illustrated 
that the impact of education on economic growth would not be as influential in the latter 
stages of development, whereas in the early stages of development education would 
have a huge impact on potential growth, because that is when returns of education are 
greatest. Herein lies the problem of limited resources. Investment in education are 
expensive and the returns might not be very high in the short term, and the consequence 
might be that investments in such, might be very little prioritized compared to 
consumption. Another problem is, when designing educational priorities in Bangladesh, 
being a developing country, the educational needs are different than more 
technologically advanced nations. Higher education which are essentially needed for 
innovation and generating growth in advanced countries by making production more 
efficient and cheaper, may not have the same effect in developing countries. Bangladesh 
might only need secondary or vocational levels of education to reach same goals and 
create surplus labor (Ahmad & French, 2011).     
 
As mentioned in the limitations section, we are not looking into which role aid plays in 
the Bangladeshi economy, but it has to be mentioned, since, in relation to education, a 
large portion of schools and other educational institutions are funded by NGOs 
(Rahman & Yusuf, 2010). With that in mind, it is still the Bangladeshi government 
which funds largest parts of the educational sector (Ahmad & French, 2011).  
 
Based on this information, one can conclude that education is very important for the 
future economic growth in Bangladesh, as long as the investment is done wisely. 
According to Bangladesh’s SFYP, one of the targets is to extend primary education to 
8th grade, thereby attempting to eliminate illiteracy, so the gap between the poor and 
the rich are lessened and create “a new generation equipped with technical skills and 
scientific knowledge” (SFYP, 2010, p. 116) and furthermore raise the percentage of 
children continuing to secondary education. A better salary for the teachers, which are 
fully paid by the government letting the schools be private, and a generally improved 
quality and equity in education (SFYP, 2010). On february 26, 2014 the Bangladeshi 
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government signed a US$265 million additional financial agreement with the 
International Development Association (IDA) who works in correlation with the World 
Bank, for the ongoing “Secondary Education Quality and Access Enhancement-Project”. 
The financing was to annually help 4.5 million rural children in 215 different upazilas 
(districts) across all of Bangladesh to continue to secondary level of education. That is 
definitely a step for Bangladesh in the right direction in reaching their goal of getting 
50% of the eligible age-group in secondary education by 2015, and thereby spent 4% of 
the GDP of which it was predicted to require (Worldbank.org, 2015). Similar project 
with focus on other educational levels have been invested in. For instance, in March 
2009 the Higher education equality enhancement-project, was approved by the IDA. In 
May it came into effect and funded what was equivalent to around US$81 million. “The 
main objective of the project is to improve the quality and relevance of the teaching 
and research environment in higher education institution through encouraging both 
innovation and accountability within universities and by enhancing the technical and 
institutional capacity of the higher education sector” (Worldbank.org, 2015). Another 
project that can be found in Bangladesh’s SFYP and has been utilized (SFYP, 2010). So 
the monetary focus is there and it seems like the development on this area is going 
according to the plan.  
 
 
Trade Balance and Tariffs 
 
Looking just at Bangladesh’s GDP, everything should be fine, and even when looking 
through their SFYP (2010), next to nothing is said of trade deficits or market failures. 
The problem is that the lack of acknowledgement can be disastrous for the country’s 
economy. Scholars have identified a potential bubble in the economy, just waiting for it 
to burst if nothing is done to change the current path (Rahman & Yusuf, 2010). 
According Rahman and Yusuf’s article, there are many potentially worrying factors of 
Bangladesh’s growth in GDP, and if these are the factors, then it is likely that 
Bangladesh could end up with both domestic and export related market failures.  
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Bangladesh’s population size and growth attribute a great deal to both success and 
failures, in their market and general growth. The excess of human capital attribute to 
the low wages, meaning lower cost of production and better income in their export 
oriented sectors. From a pure numbers perspective, this is relatively positive, but 
Bangladesh still needs a supportive economy for the people of the country. Here they 
need to combat a two sided problem which will be elaborated on later, but in short, they 
need to deal with unemployment issues in order for the wages to rise, because their 
inflation rate is increasing (Salman, 2009). Making them stronger economically could 
also help the domestic market. Secondly they need to reinvest in the export oriented 
growth to diversificate their own domestic market (Rahman & Yusuf, 2010). 
Substituting some of the current imports could help their trade deficit, thus making 
their currency stronger and less susceptible to inflation.   
 
An analysis of the impacts of trade liberalization in Bangladesh, made by Yusop and 
Hoque (2009), gives a picture of what impacts imports - Based on the problem of 
Bangladesh having a trade deficit problem, which they need to attend to. Yusop and 
Hoque made this analysis for a pro liberalization view. The article is a quantitative study 
of different impacts of trade liberalization on import. The study tests the significance of 
different factors, and seeks to enlighten on Bangladesh’s problematic trade difficit. It 
concludes that prices are one of the most significant factors of trade, and that the higher 
wages means greater consumption, this could entail - as the study says that a big part of 
imports is luxury goods - meaning that increasing trade barriers, such as tariffs has not 
and will not have a significant impact on the trade deficit. Instead, Bangladesh should 
look into helping and investing in the domestic market, and get investments that will 
help on backward linkages. This also aligns with our development theory, which is not 
anti neo-liberal per se, but instead says that the state should initiate structural 
transformation where it is needed.  
 
When it comes to market failures there are several problems. Structurally the domestic 
market in itself is inefficient, plagued with corruption and cumbersome bureaucracy etc. 
Most concerning though, is the relation to the trade deficit which Bangladesh is 
experiencing (Rahman & Yusuf, 2010). The study by Yusop and Hoque (2009) shows 
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that the growth in Bangladesh, and who benefits from it, is related to an increase of 
imports in luxury goods - this also aligns with Lewis’s theory as described before. 
Looking at the industrial market of Bangladesh, in regards to their two biggest sectors of 
telecom and ready made garments.  Much of it is export oriented and limited in support 
of the domestic market of Bangladesh, although telecom could have a potential to make 
the service sector gain more momentum. Agriculture does not have an impact as a 
market factor in the sense that the sector is largely sustained by subsidies and export 
barriers in order to keep the prices to a minimum (SFYP, 2010; World Bank, 2013).  
 
So what can they do to manage this situation? The issue itself is broad. This project is 
talking about trade deficit and market failure - why is there a trade deficit and why is 
there a potential market failure lying in wait? The two issues are very much related, but 
not necessarily correlated. As Lewis’s theory points out, there comes a point in 
development where some people and the economy experiences enough surplus. This 
surplus is usually spend on goods not readily available domestically, and thus an 
increase in imports are inevitable. This, as mentioned above, aligns with Yusop and 
Hoque’s (2009) analysis, which shows that there will not be much of an impact by 
tampering with the taxing. Trade deficits does not need to be a particularly negative 
thing, but Bangladesh already has a problem with their inflation rates (Salman, 2009). 
This is already an incentive for diversification of their market, which is already primarily 
supported by their ready made garment and telecom industry. From a project made by 
World Bank (2006), on possible implication of a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with 
India, we can see that Bangladesh puts many para-tariffs on their industries for 
protection. And as Zhang et. al. (2014) article also identifies, Bangladesh is argued to be 
in a turning point of ISI. From this standpoint, we can identify - as Cypher (2014) says - 
that there is a need for the tariff protection to lessen up on some of the already 
competitive industries.  
 
From the FTA World Bank paper (2006), we can see that as they lower their customs 
taxes, the para-tariffs increase up to 2005, this trend actually continues through 2011 
(IMF, 2013). It is difficult to assess when these taxes should be lessened, as we also 
know from studies on Bangladesh that corruption permeates through different 
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institutions of the economy, which, if looking to Cypher (2014), the incentives for a mix 
in politics and business to be at play in keeping these para-tariffs is a possible argument. 
We can somewhat argue this on the basis of the aforementioned financial sector and 
capital market similar problems. In the SFYP (2010), there is acknowledgement of the 
protectiveness on the domestic market should be lessened too, but no real plans seem to 
have been made otherwise. The World Bank has made a report on the Bangladeshi trade 
regime which both has in-depth data, but also commentates on their action (2013). Here 
they see that Bangladesh still puts supplementary duty on some of their tariff lines, 
whenever they lower customs and without knowledge of its implications. The complex 
tariff system which have evolved over the years, and the seemingly reluctance to actual 
lowering of these taxes, may be giving an uneven playing field in their own domestic 
sector (world bank, 2013).   
 
 
Investment/re-investment 
 
In the following section the additional arguments of the analysis will be summed up and 
discussed in relation to the Bangladeshi strategy for handling these problems. The 
section will show that even though there has been a lot of positive response on the 
macro economic actions of the Bangladesh government, their microeconomic strategies 
are flawed and inefficient. This will be done through groupings of some of the 
arguments and a general examination of how the problems are being treated in the 
SFYP.  
 
The main argument of this analysis is that a structural transformation is needed. To 
enhance growth, Bangladesh needs to reinvest the growth that they have already 
obtained into moving labor from agriculture and informal services towards 
manufacturing. Bangladesh have experienced growth, but not been able to use the 
capital obtained from it to reinvest into accelerating growth (SFYP, 2010). This section 
will show why the strategy portrayed in the SFYP will possibly not be able to sufficiently 
create or initiate this transformation.  
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In order for the shift in labor intensity to occur, the labour that is supposed to move 
shall be freed from the constraints of the low income/low productivity agricultural 
sector. What has been showed in this connection is that to enhance the efficiency in 
agriculture,a number of factors needs to be addressed. It is important to look at the level 
of education, because skill development may have a big influence on productivity. The 
quality of labor is important, but so is the diversification of the crops that are produced.  
 
The SFYP, though, does not entail any further reform of the sector other than investing 
in developing the level of education and providing subsidized loans for the population 
employed in the sector or located in the rural areas. The regulations on the agricultural 
sector favor the production of rice to an unprecedented extent. This is extremely critical 
for the diversification of the sector, and generally the productivity of the sector. The 
liberal tendency in the theoretical framework of this project entail an emphasis on the 
markets’ ability to seek maximum efficiency in a situation without regulation. The heavy 
regulation in this industry thus entails a insufficient productivity-increase.  
 
In order to initiate the structural transformation that is needed, agriculture needs to be 
a more efficient business. The analysis show that in order to make it so the sector needs 
to be diversified and deregulated. From the theoretical perspective it can be concluded 
that serious and rapid deregulation is essential. This is though not the recommendation 
for all the areas of microeconomic public investment. The theoretical framework allows 
for increased investments in other areas, under this is especially meant education. The 
analysis have so far emphasized the need for increased investments in education and 
skill development.  
 
Human capital is another factor that has to be addressed in order to initiate the 
structural transformation. The analysis show that the level of education in Bangladesh is 
extremely low, and in order to keep attracting FDI, the quality of labor needs to be 
higher. The SFYP also recognizes this need for much better education available to many 
more people. As mentioned above, the problems addressed in this paper are connected 
in a very intrigent fashion. A big problem for the educational sector is that a high 
amount of students drop out (Ricardo, et. al, 2010). This may be because their parents 
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cannot afford it, or they are needed on the farm or to get a job. Therefore the drop-out 
level will naturally fall if the productivity/efficiency of the agricultural sector is raised. 
Then the parents would be able to run the farm without the kids, and they would make 
enough money for the kids not to get a job. In conclusion on this subject it needs to be 
mentioned that even though the SFYP recognizes the same strategy towards education 
as this project, there is not sufficient allocation of investment/capital in education. It is 
also necessary to mention that the SFYP takes no action towards attracting additional 
investment in education from the private sphere, which also include international 
investors. 
 
The financial sector in Bangladesh has proven to be very inefficient and corrupt, which 
is why many advocate for a privatization of the banks in order to increase the trust and 
to make investment possibilities better for the domestic market and private agents and 
ultimately increase growth and employment, especially in the rural areas. Increasing the 
trust in the banking system would possibly enhance the investment rates, generally 
making investments more beneficial and profitable. Furthermore, lowering the interest 
rate, which is currently so high that much of the population cannot afford to make loans, 
would possibly increase the investment rate. In Bangladesh, there are many privately 
owned banks, but they do not take part in a large enough share in the economy, as the 
big state-owned banks control the majority. Much of this is highly influenced by what 
theoretical standpoint the financial sector is being analyzed from, however, if the banks 
are privatized, they tend to be more competitive domestically and ultimately the country 
may become more financially competitive on the international market. The domestic 
competitiveness between the banks may also make the banking system more accessible 
for the poorer part of the country and for the small and medium sized enterprises. 
Furthermore, if the financial sector is advocating more towards exporting, it may have a 
larger incentive for attracting FDI, which has proven to be an important factor and a 
beneficial prerequisite for economic growth. 
 
The SFYP does not have the most radical ideas towards a change in the financial sector 
and the banking system. The general changes are centered around increasing 
investments through subsidized loans for the investors in small and medium sized 
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enterprises. The strategy does not advocate for a privatization of the banks and for a 
general liberalization. The theoretical framework of this paper works very much in 
contrast with this idea. The neo-liberalists would advise the country to privatize the 
banking system in order to become more competitive and to become more positive 
towards domestic investments and ultimately the private agents in the country would 
have a larger incentive for investing and borrowing inside the country. They are also 
positive towards attracting FDI, as long as it does not have a crowding out effect on 
domestic investments. Developmentalism is in favor of many of the same ideas, 
however, they advocate for a structural transformation of the country and the financial 
sector. Nevertheless, the ideas seems to be very neo-liberal in their approach towards 
possible solutions for the inefficiency of the financial sector and many studies support a 
privatization and a liberalization of the banking system and they show the importance of 
competitiveness in this sector.   
 
A better, more efficient, more productive and cheaper financial system is necessary for 
enhancing growth of the manufacturing sector. What have been showed in the analysis 
is that the structural transformation needs to be undertaken by addressing both the 
availability of labour (people withdrawn from the agricultural sector) and the demand 
on labour in the manufacturing sector. The problematics of the trade deficit also imply a 
need for further diversification of the manufacturing sector. This builds on another 
argument from the analysis that the need for small and medium sized enterprises is 
created from the need for labour intensive manufacturing, rural manufacturing and now 
also diversification of output. Thereby investments from the Bangladeshi government 
needs to be two-pronged and enhance both FDI and domestic investments in 
manufacturing.  
 
To secure increase in real wages among factory workers, employment in the sector needs 
to rise. As long as there is available labor, this will not happen sufficiently. Another 
factor in the equation of real wages is inflation. This factor is best dealt with by 
increasing diversification in order to substitute imports, with domestically produced 
goods. At the moment a large share of the manufacturing sector is the production of 
RMG. This specific form of production is good for developing countries due to its high 
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labor intensity in production, although a sector with one form of output having such a 
large share of the national output has an extremely low elasticity and is in great risk if 
that industry fails on a global scale. So in conclusion the output has to increase, and it 
has to be more diverse.  
 
The most constraining factor on manufacturing growth is the levels of investment. 
Therefore the main policy-actions to initiate growth in manufacturing are reform and 
regulation of the financial sector. The policy plans in this area is as mentioned thrifty, 
and the point of this section is therefore to show how fatally critical it is how little the 
government intends to do in that area. The analysis may therefore in general conclude 
that the Bangladeshi government has been too slow in liberalizing its economy. As has 
been shown in the analysis, protective policies and a rather socialist governance strategy 
can be beneficial for reducing poverty, but not effectively enough to make up for 
developmental abilities of growth.  
 
They have gained great advantages in the areas of education and skill development and 
they choose the investment approach of making capital and credit available for the poor 
and the SME sector. These are all factors that indicate a very structuralist approach, 
with heavy investment and use of overhead capital. However it has been shown that 
lifting protection and deregulating a traditionally heavily regulated economy has to be 
done in the right way at the right time (Cypher, 2014). All the problems portrayed and 
examined in this analysis indicate that the time is now. The time may already have been, 
but the SFYP does not show much intention to act.  
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Conclusion 
 
In order to answer our research question “Which factors can be identified as 
constraining the structural transformation in Bangladesh?“, different steps have been 
made and many different aspects of the country of Bangladesh, their infrastructure and 
their economy have been taken into consideration. This project has attempted to 
address the issues that Bangladesh are currently facing and issues they have been facing 
the last decades since they achieved independence in 1971. Furthermore, this paper has 
tried to cover these issues and advocate for possible solutions and strategies that 
Bangladesh may possibly benefit from in order to reach a satisfactory level of 
development. To uncover different and contrasting perspectives of the issues at hand, 
different theoretical frameworks, Neo-liberalism and Development theory respectively, 
have worked as a tool for analysis in order to explain the issues and possible solutions 
from various theoretical standpoints. This paper have been concerned with many 
different aspects and sectors, the agricultural and manufacturing sectors, the issues of 
poverty mobilization and industrialization, hard and soft infrastructure, poor 
governance etc. to get a thorough analysis of the country and its struggles. 
 
In the analysis we have concluded that on the basis of our theoretical framework, the 
problems that have been detected in the bangladeshi economy indicate that Bangladesh 
would possibly benefit from higher levels of privatization and liberalization, in order to 
keep up with growth rates and potentially increase them. The sectoral division of labour 
is constrained by all the factors described in the analysis. These factors include the 
inefficiency of the financial sector, causing high prices on finance, the protective policies 
constraining the attraction of FDI and thereby growth in manufacturing as well as 
efficiency and productivity in the agricultural sector. Furthermore the analysis indicate a 
poor level of governance. High levels of corruption and inefficient investment rates 
indicate a highly flawed soft infrastructure. Studies indicate a problem of a relatively 
inefficient institutional system in Bangladesh, which ultimately results in issues across 
different sectors in the country’s economy and infrastructure.  
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This project thus concludes that the different factors identified are possibly constraining 
the structural transformation in Bangladesh. The issues in Bangladesh are multifaceted 
and improvements have to be made across various sectors in order to achieve satisfying 
goals. There are clear indications that a general liberalization and privatization of the 
economy and the banking system is needed for Bangladesh to move forward and 
become more efficient. The governmental struggles have to be faced in order for 
Bangladesh to deal with the growth that the country is currently experiencing. They 
need to properly assess their competitiveness on different manufacturing sectors, both 
domestically and internationally, in order to know where and when protective measures 
should be lifted, and prevent stagnation of their economic progress.       
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